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Hot beats.. cunning fun, playalistic lyrics.. U gotta hear it. 10 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, HIP

HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap The Pitch-dark Lenny  Squiggy Songs Details: Its here! Get it now! This is

the only way to occur after the hot "@ Full Range" CD, selling over 10,000 copies! The new "The

Pitch-dark Lenny  Squiggy" CD is even hotter than the world-class It's larger better, has hotter beats, and

tighter flows... you've got to have this CD! Don't B.S. yourself. Get this anxiously awaited CD now! Then

after you've heard it and loved it, come back and hit us up about the Full Range Mixtape Volumes 1, 2, 3,

4, and 5. They're already being played in local clubs by DJ's like Power 106's DJ Juice. Also check out

iTunes.com, where you can get AB  RJ songs individually for only 99 cents each! "The Pitch-dark Lenny 

Squiggy" may become a collector's item once AB  RJ rocket off into stardom, so get your copy now! By

leaving your email address, we'll also let you know about the up and coming live performances from AB 

RJ. Holla atcha boys!!! AB  RJ have completed mixing  mastering their 3rd album. It should be ready for

release soon.Be on the lookout for "Warning"!.. March 2005. It will have 12+ tracks of Full Range's hottest

work to date. Full Range (AB  RJ) will soon be featured on the upcoming Aftermath mixtape. AB  RJ just

got 2 songs placed on an independent film set to release soon. More info to follow. Do you need beats? A

demo? Or just need to get some recording done? We have the studio for you! It has a cool atmosphere,

experienced engineer, and a great sound... not to mention the best rates in town! Call RJ at (951)

907-8199. AB  RJ, the Duo AB  RJ are two of the hottest new rappers to come out of the west. Born and

raised in Altadena/Pasadena, CA, the two rappers knew of each other growing up but didn't become

friends until later in the game. RJ was producing and recording in his home studio, when AB came

looking for tracks. Before long, they began working together, feeding off of each other as they grew in

their craft, creating lyrics, and forming a rap style based on similar personalities. AB  RJ eventually
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became best friends and business partners. Musical Style AB  RJ's music has an energetic, hip-hop edge

aimed at clubs, car systems, and radio with the intention of making people move and get hooked on the

songs. The lyrical style is "fun-playa"-a fun feel mixed with comedy and that 'player' edge. AB  RJ rap

about what they see, do, and enjoy talking about... mostly women and sex! The lyrics are cunning funny,

and full of personality. With all of this rolled into their unique style and delivery, AB  RJ verbally and

melodically entertains their listeners. Background AB grew up as a popular athlete. He played football in

high school and went to college on a full-scholarship to BYU. He made All-Conference and All-American

and had big plans to enter the NFL. After a leg injury in his senior year, AB was sadly forced to give up

his first love (even after some workouts with NFL teams.) He then turned to his second love, music, and

found himself engulfed with it. He quickly began writing and honing his skills as a rapper. RJ's musical

talent extends into his family where his grandfather played trumpet in Duke Ellington's band, and his

grandmother made a living by performing in many Hollywood plays and live shows. RJ's mother raised

him on an assortment of music: old-school R&B, rock, funk, soul, etc. As a child RJ performed in the

mirror, and by high school, he was winning talent shows as a member of a local dance group. He got into

singing and rapping as well, finding a creative outlet through music. Eventually, Johnson put together a

production and recording studio where he currently records for Full Range and other artists. RJ has his

sight set on being the next star to blow up. SHOWS, ETC: ..nuthin right now. Check back! NEWS: AB  RJ

are changing the name of the group to Full Range. links: check out Jay Streets: JayStreets.com
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